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Brighton beach is a most famous tourist place where all Russians, Ukrainians and people from other
areas can enjoy their holidays conveniently. The sand is clean, the water is clean and a nice spot for
a good mellow wad. Located in little Odessa, this place is easily accessible by train. Yes, you'll have
full fun and enjoy.

If you are visiting Brighton Beach, do not forget to taste the delicious food items at one of the most
famous Brighton Beach Restaurants located here. This classy but casual Russian cafe serves up all
the authentic Russian favorite menus and more in an updated and contemporary style and
environment. The cooked food is delicious, fresh, and served with presentation and service in mind.

If you're out in Brooklyn near Brighton Beach and you're hungry and tired of meals cooked at home
and just wanna taste some good food, then this is the place. CafÃ© Glechik Restaurant is a location
with good and flavorful food items that are ready to serve on your palate. You can taste the chicken
Kiev and drilled vegetables or a fried Chicken stuffed with spinach or something. You can also taste
some of the most authentic and unique Russian food at this Russian restaurant in Brooklyn.

CafÃ© Glechik Restaurant is a perfect place to taste the rich Russian food. From traditional Russian
and Ukrainian to even the fusion cuisine there is a lot to relish at this Brooklyn Russian Restaurant.
The delicacies like rabbit in white wine sauce, green borscht and the famed Russian dumplings can
be enjoyed. This restaurant fulfills the desire of home food for many immigrants and has been
providing delicious food items for people who want to taste something new.

CafÃ© Glechik is a place that will for sure make you happy, no matter if youâ€™re looking for exotic new
tastes, or the distinctive flavors of the old Country. The restaurant also delivers pelmeni dumplings
on your order that can be boiled for yourself and your guests. There is also a sizeable banquet
available for private/corporate parties, lunches, dinner at a fully reasonable price.
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Glechik - About Author:
Glechik is content writer for the glechik.com; Visit the site (a http://www.glechik.com) for more
information about Cafe Glechik Restaurant.
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